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5.0 out of 5 stars by  Customer"I love a clean suspense murder mystery. Mr. Dalglish I didn't want

this book to end."************************************************************LETHAL INJECTION Jason

and Vanessa have returned with a case that will test their partnership.  The homeless of San

Antonio are dying, but apparently from natural causes. Captain Patton is ordered to make sure

these cases are not homicide, so he gets with Lieutenant Banks, and requests her best detectives.

Jason will end up doing something that tests his wife's strength while Vanessa will have to pass a

test of her own. Who will survive and who won't? And who will get a dose of LETHAL

INJECTION.***********************************************************THE FIRST 10 JASON BOOKS IN

ONE SET- *AN OVER $14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M

****************************************Get a FREE copy of the ebookâ€œWHEREâ€™S MY

SON?â€•Detective Jason Strong #1Visit this

link.http://jcdalglish.webs.com/********************************MORE FROM JOHN C. DALGLISHTHE
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Lethal Injection is the 8th installment of the Detective Jason Strong Mysteries. It is also the first

novella in the series. A short case, but with a lot of heart that this series of clean suspense

mysteries. Detective Jason Strong and his partner Vanessa Layne, have a new case as well as a

new boss in Homicide, Lieutenant Sarah Banks from Missing Persons. She receives order from the

chief of police to look into the death of several homeless people that have all died, without any

explanation whatsoever. It seems A killer is on the loose targeting homeless people, and before an

incident transpires the chief wants homicide on these cases. Detectives Strong and Layne try to

figure out who is behind the crimes. This is another great book in the series that not only clean but

faith-based. With the plots so far this will be the great making of a faith-based police procedural

show, if your interested in good reads that are fast paced and provide a great mystery to solve, as

well as a great cast of characters. I would check out this fast-paced murder mystery.

Jason and Vanessa are at it again: tracking down a killer who is targeting the homeless. At first the

deaths seemed to be from natural causes, but when so many deaths occur in one particular area

and they all have the same cause of death, something doesn't smell right.With no discernible

reason for the deaths the detectives are at a loss for where to begin until a witness steps forward

with an interesting piece of news. This gives Jason an idea on how they might find the killer, but he

knows his wife is not going to be happy with the plan!If you have enjoyed previous stories of Det.

Jason Strong (and his partner, Vanessa), then you are in for another great story.These stories are

delightfully clean - no filthy language and no sex scenes. Just great little stories for a lazy afternoon.

AND each story stands alone: you need not have read the previous stories to understand this



one.ENJOY!

Easy read. Quick pace. Enjoyable. Considering the length of the book, the characters were

developed well enough. No extraneous or unnecessary information which in the this case leads you

directly into the plot and whisks you along nicely. I like the fact that it's not overloaded with foul

language and negativity. Sometimes you just want to read something that has a positive feel with

regard to life. The author does this nicely. I will purchase some of his other stories.My only negative

is the specific chemical used for the murders. Without digging through my bookcase to find the

correct reference book, I question the chemical showing up in a person's urine. It is fast acting and

the result will indeed kill but the amount of time needed for the kidneys to metabolize the substance

before the person dies ... well, I'm not sure there is sufficient time for that to occur. I may be wrong.

Forgive me if I am.

I just finished the 8th book in this series, and it did not disappoint. I love curling up with a good

suspense story that it doesn't take forever to get into or finish. I love feeling that I know all of the

people in Jason and Vanessa's life, and I always look forward to the next chapter. These books

remind me of a murder mystery on TV - you read it, get immersed in it, finish it and wait anxiously

for the next episode. The author really knows how to tell a story that has you scratching your head

as you try to figure out what's going on and whodunnit. I love these books!

The eighth book by John C. Dalglish was as good as all the others. If you like detective murder

books you will enjoy this book. The only bad thing I can say about this book, was it was to short.

Keep writing these book Mr. Dalglish

Okay have to admit that this book brought tears to my eyes. I have crossed the path where you

begin thinking of these characters as friends. What a true blessing to be able to read a book written

without someone using foul language or having to read about a sexual encounter. Instead this writer

shows the love of friends and presents true family and Christian values. Outstanding. One warning.

You will become so interested in these books that you will find yourself staying up later to finish the

current one and force yourself not to start the next one but to sleep instead. They are that good!!!

I read every night but there are so many book full of unnecessary swearing that for me ruin the story

and I find myself unable to read them even if the actual story seems good. I see them as



unnecessary and feel they are there as a cheating way to help fill the page and make the book

seem longer. I really enjoyed this book and hope to afford buying others soon

I have enjoyed reading every book by John C Dalglish I have read so far. I like the fact that you can

get all the suspense and excitement without the language that a lot of suspense thriller books have.
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